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Graphic Organizer

Between 4000 and 1000 BCE,
larger groups of people began
living together in one place in
more complex societies with
social hierarchies. This was
the beginning of civilization.
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Big Idea Card
Big Ideas of Lesson 1, Unit 3
 The term “civilization” is used to describe larger groups of people living
together in one place in more complex societies with social hierarchies and
specialization of labor. During this era, between 4000 and 1000 BCE, this
new way of living began to develop in different parts of the world.


Geography played a key role in shaping the location of the earliest
civilizations. They tended to develop in river valleys where there was access
to water and fertile soil for highly productive agriculture. These civilizations
also developed at similar latitudes with similar, temperate climates.

 Civilizations were made possible by the development of more intensive
agriculture, and at the same time, they required people to farm even more
intensively. With more people and more resources in one place, culture
developed along with laws and written language. The development of writing
signaled the beginning of recorded history.
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Word Cards
2
specialization

a type of society characterized by most of
the following: dense population,
agricultural economy, cities, complex
social hierarchy, job specialization,
centralized state, monumental building, a
writing system, and a dominant belief
system

in a civilization when
people adopt different jobs
like artisan or priest that don’t involve
growing or gathering food
Example: Priests and chiefs are evidence of
increased specialization during Era II.
(SS070301)

Example: Ancient Sumer near modern day Iraq
is considered the first civilization.
(SS070301)

3
social hierarchy

4
river valley civilizations

an order of social classes with
producers at the bottom and
leaders or kings at the top.

a type of civilization that
developed near or around a major river and
considered the earliest known large human
civilizations

Example: In Era 2, famers and slaves were at
the bottom of the social hierarchy.
(SS070301)

Example: The four river valley civilizations of
Afroeurasia were Egypt, Sumer, Indus River, and
Yellow River developed between 4,000 BCE and
1,000 BCE.

5

6

geographic luck

Jared Diamond’s theory that
some regions developed
more rapidly and expanded and
conquered much of the world because the
natural resources available to them,
climate, and geography gave them an
early advantage into agriculture before
people in other places.
Example: The Fertile Crescent had geographic
luck because its mild climate and river valley with
fertile soil which made it easier for people to
begin farming.
(SS070301)
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domestication

the process by which
people change plants and
animals over time at a
genetic level to increase
their productivity or other
desired traits
Example: Fruit domestication happened, for
example, when people chose only the largest fruits
to eat and then planted their seeds, resulting in
bigger fruit in general over time.
(SS070301)
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Handout 1 – Geographic Luck
Jared Diamond and the Theory of Geographic Luck
Jared Diamond’s journey of discovery began on the island of Papua New Guinea. There, in 1974, a
local named Yali asked Diamond a deceptively simple question:
“Why is it that you white people developed so much cargo, but we black people had little cargo of
our own?”
Diamond realized that Yali’s question penetrated the heart of a great mystery of human history -- the roots
of global inequality.
Why were Europeans the ones with all the cargo? Why had they taken over so much of the world, instead of
the native people of New Guinea? How did Europeans end up with what Diamond terms the agents of
conquest: guns, germs and steel? It was these agents of conquest that allowed 168 Spanish conquistadors
to defeat an Imperial Inca army of 80,000 in 1532, and set a pattern of European conquest which would
continue right up to the present day.
Diamond knew that the answer had little to do with ingenuity or individual skill. From his own experience in
the jungles of New Guinea, he had observed that native hunter-gatherers were just as intelligent as people
of European descent -- and far more resourceful. Their lives were tough, and it seemed a terrible paradox of
history that these extraordinary people should be the conquered, and not the conquerors.
To examine the reasons for European success, Jared realized he had to peel back the layers of history and
begin his search at a time of equality – a time when all the peoples of the world lived in exactly the same
way.
Time of Equality
At the end of the last Ice Age, around thirteen thousand years ago, people on all continents followed a socalled Stone Age way of life – they survived by hunting and gathering the available wild animals and plants.
When resources were plentiful, this was a productive way of life.

But in times of scarcity, hunting and gathering was a precarious mode of survival. Populations remained
relatively small, and the simple task of finding food occupied every waking moment.
Around eleven and a half thousand years ago, the world's climate suddenly changed. In an aftershock of the
Ice Age, temperatures plummeted and global rainfall reduced. The impact of this catastrophe was felt most
keenly in an area known as the Fertile Crescent, in the modern Middle East. Here, hunter-gathers had
thrived on some of the most useful and plentiful flora and fauna in the world. They had even developed
semi-permanent settlements to exploit the resources around them.
Now, with their food options disappearing from the menu on a daily basis, these people did something
remarkable. They began to cultivate the hardiest species of surviving plants and animals, even bringing
seeds back to their villages and planting new stock.
They were becoming farmers.
An Agricultural Revolution
Diamond learns that the act of transplanting a wild plant and placing it under human control totally
transforms that plant's DNA. Characteristics which aid survival in the wild, disappear in favor of qualities
which suit human consumption. The plant becomes domesticated – and wholly dependent on human
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control for survival.
Only a handful of places in the world played host to this agricultural revolution. In most cases, plant
domestication was a precursor to the development of advanced civilizations. Along with the Fertile Crescent
in the Middle East, independent domestication of wild plants is believed to have occurred in Ancient China,
in Central and Southern America, in sub-Tropical Africa, and in the highlands of Papua New Guinea.
So, Diamond asks, why did each of these parts of the world go on to develop advanced civilizations, while
the farmers of New Guinea were apparently left behind?
The luck of the draw
Diamond discovers that the answer lies in a geographical luck of the draw – what mattered were the raw
materials themselves.

Of all the plant species in the world, only a limited number are possible, or useful, to domesticate. To
Diamond's astonishment, most of these species are native to Europe and Asia – species like wheat, barley
and rice, which grew wild in abundance in only these parts of the world.
Two more species are native to Tropical Africa (sorghum and yams) while only one is native to the
Americas (corn), and to Papua New Guinea (taro). Not a single domesticable plant grows wild in Australia.
And that's not all. Diamond discovers a similar dramatic inequality in the distribution of domesticable
animals.
Animals dramatically increase the productivity of farming, through their meat, milk, leather, dung, and as
beasts of burden. Without them, farmers are trapped in a cycle of subsistence and manual labor.
Of all the animal species in the world, only 14 have ever been domesticated. 12 of these are native to
Eurasia. One, the llama, is native to South America – and the farmers of New Guinea managed to
domesticate the pig. But pigs can't pull plows, and until the arrival of Europeans in the 20th century, all New
Guinean farming was still done by hand.
From tools to cities
Diamond realized that the development of successful and productive farming, starting nearly 12,000 years
ago in the Fertile Crescent, was the critical turning point in the origins of global inequality. From this point
on, one group of people – the natives of Eurasia – would have a head start on the path to civilization.

Successful farming provides a food surplus, and allows some people to leave the farm behind and develop
specialized skills – such as metal-working, writing, trade, politics, and war-making. Plus, the simple
geography of the continent of Eurasia – one coherent landmass spread on an east-west axis, with universal
latitudes and climates – allowed these technologies and ideas to spread beyond the Middle East with ease.
Without the environment, or the time, to develop similar skills, the farmers of New Guinea became trapped
in their highland isolation.
Diamond concludes that from the end of the Ice Age, geography ensured that different societies around the
world would develop at different speeds. If Yali's people had had all the geographic advantages of
Europeans, perhaps they could have conquered the world.
Epilogue
Diamond believes the blueprint for global inequality lies within the land itself, its crops and animals.
Source: http://www.scappoose.k12.or.us/files/Jared%20Diamond%20and%20the%20Theory%20of%20Geographic%20Luck.doc
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Continent
Latitude
Climate Zone # of Largeand Region
seeded
grasses
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Large
mammals for
domestication
by 1000 BCE

Nile River
Valley
Civilization

Tigris and
Euphrates
Civilization

Indus and
Ganges
Civilization

Yellow River
Civilization

Discuss these last two with the whole class and your teacher.
Mississippi
River
Amazon
River

North
America, runs
north to south
South
America, runs
west to east

Approximately
29 – 44
degrees North
Approximately
5 North to 20
degrees South
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Temperate

4

0

Tropical

2

0
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Handout 2 – Geographic Luck Analysis Sheet - Continued

Important Factors for the Development of Early Civilizations
Why were each of these sets of factors important for the development of civilization? Take notes
below as your teacher explains. Write down the most important ideas for each factor (do NOT
write down everything on the slide).

Latitude and Climate

Large Seeded Grasses

Large Mammals and
Domestication
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